Tab 4 Equipment Obsolesence

Best Practices

Eligible 911 Expenditure List

Phone Systems:

Telephones sets used to answer 911 calls, including CPE equipment, headsets, monitors, keyboards, mouse and servers used exclusively for telephone sets.

5 years

Furniture:

Cabinets, tables, or desks that hold eligible 911 equipment

3 years

Telecommunicator Chairs

2 years
Hardware:

Servers used exclusively for Telephone, CAD, voice logging recorder, GIS, paging, Console/Alias Database Management, Radio Console Network Switching, and Radio Console software systems, including monitor, keyboard, and mouse.

3 years

Computer work stations used exclusively for Telephone, CAD, voice logging recorder, GIS and Radio console software systems, including monitor, keyboard, mouse, microphones, speakers, headset jacks, footswitches, and console audio box (CAB).

3 years

Time synchronization devices (e.g. Spectracom Net Clock)

5 years

Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) for 911 only related equipment.

7 years
Emergency Power Generator that serves the 911 center.

10 years

Eligible dispatch equipment

5 years

Radio Network Switching Equipment used exclusively for PSAP's Radio Dispatch Consoles

5 years

Fax Modem (for rip & run)

3 years

Printers (CAD, CDR, Reports, etc)

3 years

Radio Console Ethernet Switch

5 years

Radio Console Access Router

3 years
Back Up Storage Equipment for 911 Data Base Systems
Mobile Message Switch

5 years

Paging Interface with Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system

3 years

Alpha / Numeric Pager Tone Generator

3 years

Radio Consolette (portable or mobile radio configured for exclusive use at the dispatcher work station for dispatcher operation to perform dispatch function when there is no traditional console installed at the workstation

5 years

Handheld GPS devices that are used strictly for 911 addressing that meet or exceed the requirements of “Mapping Grade GPS Receiver” as defined in the Global Positioning System

5 years
Activity Monitor used to graphically display the location of incoming 911 calls for viewing by all telecommunicators within the communications center

4 years